Abstract-Network service providers use high speed flow measurement solutions in routers to track dominant applications, compute traffic matrices and to perform other such operational tasks. These solutions typically need to operate within the constraints of the three precious router resources -CPU, memory and bandwidth. Cisco's NetFlow, a widely deployed flow measurement solution, uses a configurable static sampling rate to control these resources. In this paper, we propose Flow Slices, a solution inspired from previous enhancements to NetFlow such as Smart Sampling [8] , Adaptive NetFlow (ANF) [10] . Flow Slices, in contrast to NetFlow, controls the three resource bottlenecks at the router using separate "tuning knobs"; it uses packet sampling to control CPU usage, flow sampling to control memory usage and finally multi-factor smart sampling to control reporting bandwidth. The resulting solution has smaller resource requirements than current proposals (up to 80% less memory usage than ANF), enables more accurate traffic analysis results (up to 10% less error than ANF) and balances better the error in estimates of byte, packet and flow counts (flow count estimates up to 8 times more accurate than after Smart Sampling). We provide theoretical analyses of the unbiasedness and variances of the estimators based on Flow Slices and experimental comparisons with other flow measurement solutions such as ANF.
Introduction
The role of traffic measurement in operating large scale IP networks requires little or no introduction. Traffic measurement allows network operators to make informed decisions about provisioning and extending their networks, and it helps solve many operational problems. Specialized devices operating on relatively low traffic links can perform complex security analyses that reveal malicious activities [18, 20] , monitor complex performance metrics [6] , or simply capture packet (header) traces with accurate timestamps [7] to be analyzed offline. Much simpler solutions such as SNMP counters [16] are deployed on even the highest speed links, but they only give measurements of the total volume of the traffic. Flow level measurement at routers [2, 3] offers a good compromise between scalability and the complexity of the traffic analyses supported since it can offer details about the composition of the traffic mix.
In this paper, we propose a new flow measurement solution: Flow Slices. The contributions of this paper are both practical and theoretical and we summarize the most important ones here.
• Flow Slices has separate parameters controlling the three possible bottlenecks at the router: processing load, memory, and reporting bandwidth. This separation allows the solution to be applicable in a wide variety of scenarios with different resource constraints.
• The flow slicing algorithm at the core of this solution provides more accurate results than packet sampling using the same amount of memory. Moreover, it enables new measures of traffic such as estimates for the number of active flows. Note: we use Flow Slices to refer to the the complete flow measurement solution proposed in this paper and flow slicing to refer to the algorithm at the core of the solution.
• Flow Slices separates sampling rate adaptation from binning. Adaptive NetFlow uses more router memory and measurement bandwidth because its flow records are active for fixed time intervals (bins). Adaptive sampling rates give Flow Slices the robustness of Adaptive NetFlow without the overheads of binning. See Table 1 for a comparison of various flow measurement solutions.
• We propose multi-factor smart sampling that takes into account multiple factors such as byte counts, packet counts, and the existence of SYN flags in the flow records to determine the sampling probability for individual flow records. For comparable configurations, this decreases significantly the variance in estimates of the number of flow arrivals while increasing only slightly the variance for byte counts when compared to Smart Sampling.
• Optional binned measurement allows us to eliminate binning error in the analysis phase, while still maintaining the memory and reporting bandwidth overheads below those of Adaptive NetFlow.
• We propose novel estimators b, f, A
(1) , and A (2) for various measures of traffic. See Section 4 for a discussion of these and other estimators.
Before we explain Flow Slices, we briefly review some of the previous work in Internet flow measurement. Table 1 : Sampled NetFlow, Adaptive NetFlow and Flow Slices differ in the types of measurements they support, in how they adapt to different traffic mixes, and in their resource consumption (memory usage and reporting traffic).
packets in the flow, the (total) number of bytes in those packets, the timestamp of the first and last packet, and protocol flag information such as whether any of those packets had the SYN flag set. NetFlow uses four rules to decide when to remove a flow record from router memory and report it to the collection station: 1) when TCP flags (FIN or RST) indicate flow termination, 2) 15 seconds (configurable "inactive timeout") after seeing the last packet with a matching flow ID, 3) 30 minutes (configurable "active timeout")' after the record was created to avoid staleness and 4) when the memory is full.
On every new packet, NetFlow looks up the corresponding entry (creating a new entry if necessary) and updates that entry's counters and timestamps. Since for high speed interfaces, the processor and the memory holding the flow records cannot keep up with the packet rate, Cisco introduced Sampled NetFlow [22] which updates the flow cache only for sampled packets. For a configurable value of a parameter N , a packet is sampled with one in N probability.
One problem with NetFlow is that the memory required by the flow records and the bandwidth consumed to report them depends strongly on the traffic mix. In particular, large floods of small packets with randomly spoofed source addresses can increase memory and bandwidth requirements by orders of magnitude. Adaptive NetFlow [10] solves this problem by dynamically adapting the sampling rate. Adaptive NetFlow divides the operation of the flow measurement algorithm into equally spaced time bins. Within each bin, the algorithm starts by sampling aggressively (high sampling probability). If memory is consumed too quickly, it switches to less aggressive sampling. It then "renormalizes" existing entries so that they reflect the counts they would have had with the new sampling rate in effect from the beginning of the bin. At the end of the bin, all entries are reported.
Using fixed size bins in Adaptive NetFlow increases the memory utilization compared to Sampled NetFlow and causes bursts in reporting bandwidth. Memory utilization is higher because, to operate seamlessly between binboundaries, Adaptive NetFlow requires two sets of records (double-buffering), one for current bin and one for records in the previous bin while they are being transmitted. Without double-buffering, flow records that expire at the binboundary need to be transmitted immediately to create space for the next set of entries. Large flows spanning multiple bins are reported separately for every bin increasing the bandwidth usage. Table 1 gives a summary comparison of Sampled NetFlow, Adaptive NetFlow and Flow Slices.
The flow records are used to estimate the number of bytes or packets in various traffic aggregates of interest. This can give network operators information about dominant applications, the network usage of various clients, traffic matrices, and many other useful statistics [12, 19, 1, 14] . Smart Sampling [8] is a way of reducing the data used by such analyses without significantly affecting their results. Smart Sampling retains flow records with probability proportional to the size of their byte counter. The flow records can also be used to estimate the number of active flows which is important when looking for denial of service attacks, scans, and worms in the traffic mix. Unfortunately, if we use Sampled NetFlow it is impossible to recover the number of flows in the original traffic from the collected data [5] unless we use protocol information. By using the SYN flag information in flow records we can accurately estimate the number of TCP flows in the traffic mix [9] .
Description of flow slices
The core flow slicing algorithm is based on the sample and hold algorithm [11] . After presenting the core algorithm, we discuss four extensions: adding packet sampling to scale to high speed links, using an inactivity timeout to reduce memory usage at a router, adding binned measurement to reduce binning error during analysis, and adding multi-factor smart sampling to control the volume of flow data reported. The version of Flow Slices described used for Table 1 has the first two extensions. We also discuss the configuration parameters of Flow Slices, and how they can be set adaptively based on the current traffic mix.
Core algorithm
The core flow slicing algorithm addresses the problem of reducing the memory usage of the flow measurement module. Sampled NetFlow and Adaptive NetFlow use random packet sampling: they only handle sampled packets. Just as sample and hold [11] , flow slicing uses sampling only to control the creation of flow entries, once a sampled packet creates an entry for a flow, all its subsequent packets are counted (not just the sampled ones). This increases the accuracy of the estimates of packet counts, without changing the memory requirement. We use the "flow slicing probability" p to control the creation of flow entries. We expire and report each entry exactly t seconds after its creation, irrespective of the rate at which packets arrive for a particular flow. We call this core algorithm "flow slicing" because each entry tracks a "slice" of length t from the flow. Just as in the case of NetFlow, the entry associated with a flow has a byte and packet counter updated at every packet, timestamps for the first and last packet, and it stores protocol information such as whether any of the packets counted against the entry had the SYN flag set. To ensure unbiasedness of estimators, on creation of an entry we do not initialize the byte counter to the number of bytes b f irst in the packet that caused the creation of the entry, but to b f irst /p (see Section 4.2 for more details).
The slice length t is related to the "active timeout" of NetFlow which controls for how long an active entry is kept before expiring and being reported (default 30 minutes). Both of these parameters limit the staleness of the data (i.e. if we have a long-lived flow, we know that its traffic will be reported with at most this much delay).
By dynamically adapting the flow slicing probability, we can control the rate at which entries are created and freed, thus ensuring that the algorithm stays within its allocated memory budget M . By keeping the rate at which entries In contrast Adaptive NetFlow proposes expiring all active entries at the end of the measurement bin, so it either has a large peak in reports, or it requires buffers that increase the memory usage by almost a factor of two if the reporting of the records is smoothed out over the next measurement bin. We do not however, discuss dynamic adaptation in much detail in this paper, as adaptation techniques similar to that in [10] can be applied in this context using feedback from the current memory usage. Note however, that in our adaptation, we do not require the costly operation of renormalization that is required in Adaptive NetFlow. Next we discuss some of the tuning knobs we provide to control the three resource bottlenecks (CPU, Memory, Bandwidth).
Scaling to high speeds
The flow slicing probability p controls the memory usage, but since we do a lookup in the flow memory for every packet, flow slicing does not control the processing load. In the presence of limited processing power, we add a random packet sampling stage in front of the flow slicing stage (see Figure 1) . A simple solution is to set the packet sampling probability q statically to a value that ensures that the processor performing the flow measurement can keep up even with worst case traffic mixes. Based on Cisco recommendations [17] for turning on NetFlow sampling for speeds higher than OC-3, we set q to 1/4 for OC-12 links, 1/16 for OC-48, etc. With these packet sampling rates, and with worst case traffic consisting of the link entirely full with 40-byte packets, the flow measurement module has around 2µs per packet and it has time to perform around 35 (wide) DRAM accesses on average.
Adding an inactivity timer
Most flows in the Internet are short-lived. If our only mechanism for removing an entry is its expiration after the slice length t and we use a large value for t, at any moment in time, most of the entries in the flow memory will belong to flows that are no longer active and just use up memory waiting to expire. On the other hand having a very short slice length can lead to an increase in reporting traffic and loss of accuracy. Adding an inactivity timeout parameter t inactive to flow slices reduces the memory spent on obsolete entries. Experimental results in Section 6.1 show that we can significantly reduce the memory requirement by using inactivity timers. An adaptive algorithm for setting the flow slicing rate can turn this reduction in memory usage into an increase in accuracy.
Adding binned measurement
With flow slices we have the same problem as with NetFlow if we want to perform traffic analysis using time bins: for flow slices that span time bins, we can only guess how many of the flow's packets were in each bin, and this introduces errors in the results. This problem is even more pronounced when analysis is required in very small time bins to capture more precise traffic dynamics. We can extend flow slices to support binned measurement of traffic by keeping multiple sets of byte and packet counters, one set for each bin the slice passes through. By keeping separate counters for each bin, the binning error is eliminated entirely, at the cost of increasing the size of the flow records. Note that the reporting bandwidth costs of this solution are significantly smaller than those of the solution used by Adaptive NetFlow where an entire record is reported for each bin. The byte and packet counters are 8 bytes whereas a complete record is 48 bytes.
The number of counters per record has to be one larger than the number of bins required to fit a slice because the flow slice can overlap only partially with the first and last bin. The choice of the size of the measurement bin supported is a compromise between resource consumption at the router and accuracy of results. Reasonable choices can range anywhere from the slice length t to 20 times smaller. For brevity, we do not explore this further in the paper, but note that depending on the final goal, the flow slicing algorithm can be extended with additional resources to obtain the desired accuracy.
Controlling the reporting bandwidth
Smart sampling has been proposed as a way of reducing the number of flow records without causing much error. Smart sampling focuses on measuring the number of bytes in arbitrary aggregates of traffic and thus smart sampling favors flow records with large byte counters over those with small flow counters. Common packet sizes vary between 40 and 1500, so while the packet counts are not proportional to the byte counts, they are closely correlated. Thus smart sampling will ensure that the errors introduced in packet counts are also small. The situation is different with flow arrival counts. These depend heavily on flow records with the SYN flag set, and most such records come from small flows which are discriminated against by smart sampling. Thus the errors introduced by smart sampling in the flow arrival counts are significant.
We propose a new variant of smart sampling, multifactor smart sampling which takes into consideration not just byte counts, but also packet counts and SYN flags. While multi-factor smart sampling still favors flow records with large byte and packet counts, it also favors records with the SYN flag, thus ensuring that the errors introduced into the flow arrival counts are not large either. Because the exact rule used to determine the multi-factor smart sampling probability r depends on estimators of byte and packet counts, we postpone its discussion to Section 4.5.
Setting the parameters of flow slicing
Routers or other network devices performing flow measurement have three types of resources that can become bottlenecks: processing power, flow memory, and reporting bandwidth. Flow slices use three different "tuning knobs" to control these three resources: the packet sampling probability q controls the processing load, the flow slicing probability p controls the memory usage and the thresholds determining the smart sampling probability r control the volume of data reported. This can result in more accurate traffic analysis results than using a single parameter, the packet sampling probability, to control all three resources, as Adaptive NetFlow does. This distinction would be irrelevant in practice if the only scarce resource would be the processing power at the router, so it is useful to perform a quick sanity check before proceeding any further: can an unfavorable traffic mix push the memory requirements or reporting bandwidth so high that they become a problem? First, let us assume a traffic mix consisting of back-to-back minimum sized packets, each belonging to a different flow (a massive flooding attack with randomly spoofed source addresses). With the packet sampling rates from Section 3.2, the traffic measurement module would receive a packet every 2µs. Even with an aggressive inactivity timeout of t inactive = 5 seconds, we need a flow memory that can fit 2, 500, 000 flow records, which at 64 bytes/record [17] requires 153 megabytes. When reported flow records take 48 bytes (ignoring overheads), so at 500, 000 flow records/second, which requires 192 megabits/second. These numbers are orders of magnitude above what one can comfortably afford. The experiments from Section 6 use realistic traffic mixes to evaluate the benefits of Flow Slices as compared to Sampled NetFlow and Adaptive NetFlow.
For each of the parameters of Flow Slices listed in Volume of flow data reported Adaptively or statically based on target volume Table 2 : Configuration parameters for Flow Slices. Table 2 , we need to decide whether to set them statically as part of the router configuration, or dynamically adapt them to the current traffic mix. Of the three main tuning knobs, the flow slicing probability p should definitely be set dynamically to allow the router to protect from memory overflow when faced with unfavorable traffic mixes.
The thresholds controlling the smart sampling probability can also be set adaptively. In this paper, we consider that the packet sampling probability q is static based on recommended values for different link capacities. Flow Slices would work just as well with a dynamic packet sampling probability that could go above the conservative static value, but since it is hard to guarantee the stability of such an approach without pushing the packet sampling rate adaptation logic into hardware (which raises deployment problems), we chose not to explore such a solution here. The observant reader might have noticed that without the optional binned measurement feature Flow Slices resembles Sampled NetFlow. If the dynamic adaptation algorithms set the flow slicing probability p and the smart sampling probability r to 1 the two solutions perform exactly the same processing. We consider this to be an important feature. The difference between Sampled NetFlow and Flow Slices is in how they react to unfriendly traffic mixes and environments with strong constraints on resources. While both Adaptive NetFlow and Flow Slices provide robustness to unfavorable traffic mixes, Adaptive NetFlow forces the user to adopt the binned measurement model (which can increase memory usage and the volume of reports) even when the traffic mix is favorable.
Estimators based on flow slices
In this section, we discuss formulae for estimating traffic based on the flow records provided by Flow Slices. In practice, the user would be interested in the number of bytes, packets or flows in the entire traffic mix or a portion of it (e.g. the HTTP traffic, etc.). All our estimators focus on a single flow. To compute the total traffic, the user has to sum the contributions of all individual flow records. If the estimators for individual flows have the property of unbiasedness, the errors in the estimates for individual flows will not accumulate, but cancel out (to some extent).
For the purposes of our analysis, a bin is an arbitrary interval of time of interest to traffic analysis.
To simplify analysis, we start by focusing on the simple case of a single bin, with slice length t and inactivity timeout t inactive larger than the size of the bin and flow memory empty at the beginning of the bin. Next, we look at how the estimators generalize when we remove these constraints. Table 3 summarizes notation used throughout the paper.
Estimating packet counts
The packet counter c s in an entry is initialized to 1 when the first packet of the flow gets sampled, and it is incremented for all subsequent packets belonging to the flow. Let s be the number of packets in the flow at the input of the flow slicing algorithm. Equation 1 gives the formula for our estimator s for the number of packets in the flow.
Lemma 1 s as defined in Equation 1 is an unbiased estimator of s.
Proof: By induction on the number of packets s. Base case: If s = 1, the only packet of the flow is sampled with probability p and in that case it is counted as 1/p − 1 + 1 = 1/p packets. With probability 1 − p it is not sampled (and it counts as 0).
Inductive step: By induction hypothesis, we know that for a flow with s = s − 1, E[ s ] = s = s − 1. Also since the flow slice length t and the inactivity timeout t inactive are larger than the bin size, we know that once the flow gets an entry, all its packets within the bin will get counted by c s . There are two possible cases: the first packet of the flow gets sampled, and we get c s = s, or it doesn't and then the value of c s and s will be the same as those for a flow with s = s − 1 packets for which the sampling decisions are the same as for the rest of the packets of our flow. contribution to first estimator of number of flow arrivals (0 if flow not sampled or not sliced) A (2) contribution to second estimator of number of flow arrivals (0 if flow not sampled or not sliced) z s smart sampling threshold controlling the influence of S on r z b smart sampling threshold controlling the influence of B on r z a smart sampling threshold controlling the influence of A (1) on r Table 3 : Notation used in this paper.
If we sample packets randomly with probability q before applying the flow slicing algorithm, we will want to estimate the number of packets S at the input of the packet sampling stage. Since E[s] = qS, it is easy to show that S = 1/q s is an unbiased estimator for S.
Estimating byte counts
Before discussing how to estimate byte count estimates in flow slices, we show why a simpler solution does not work. We could have the byte counter c b in the flow entry just count the total number of bytes in the packets seen once the flow record is created. Just like with the packet counter, we need an additive correction to account for the packets missed before the creation of the entry. We can get an unbiased estimate for the number of packets missed, but not for their total size, because we do not know their sizes. We could assume that the packet sizes are uniform within the flow, but this would lead to systematic biases because they are not. As the proof of Lemma 2 shows, storing the size of the sampled packet that led to the creation of the entry would solve the problem because using it to estimate the total number of bytes in the packets not counted does lead to an unbiased estimator. But this would require another entry in the flow record. Instead, we store this information in the byte counter itself by initializing c b to b f irst /p when the entry is created (b f irst is the size in bytes of the sampled packet). Let b be the number of bytes of the flow at the input of the flow slicing algorithm. Base case If s=1, the only packet is sampled with probability p and in that case it is counted c b = b 1 /p = b/p bytes. With probability 1 − p, it is not sampled (and it counts as 0).
Inductive step By induction hypothesis, we know that if the first packet is not sampled we are left with the last s = s − 1 packets and
If the first packet gets sampled, we count it as b s /p and we count the rest exactly because the flow slice length t and the inactivity timeout t inactive are larger than the bin size.
If we sample packets randomly with probability q before applying the flow slicing algorithm, we will want to
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Estimating the number of active flows
We use two definitions for counting flows: active flows and flow arrivals. A flow is active during a time bin if it sends at least one packet during that time bin. Consecutive TCP connections between the same two computers that happen to share the same port numbers are considered a single flow and they will be reported in the same flow record under our current assumptions. Active flows with none of their packets sampled by the flow slicing process, will have no records; at least some of the flow records we get should be counted as more than one active flow, so that the total estimate will be unbiased. We count records with a packet counter c s of 1 as 1/p flows and other records as 1 flow and this gives us unbiased estimates for the number of active flows.
Lemma 3 f as defined in Equation 4
has expectation 1.
Proof:
There are three possible cases: if a packet before the last gets sampled, c s > 1, if only the last packet gets sampled c s = 1, and if none of the packets gets sampled there will be no flow record, so the contribution of the flow to the estimate of the number of active flows will be f = 0. The probability of the first case is p s−1 = 1 − (1 − p) s−1 , the probability of the second is p(1 − p s−1 ) and that of the third is (1 − p)(1 − p s−1 ).
The estimators for the number of bytes and packets in a flow were trivial to generalize to the case where we apply random packet sampling before flow slicing because the expected number of packets and bytes after packet sampling was exactly q times the number before. For the number of active flows there is no such simple relationship and actually it has been shown that it is impossible to estimate without significant bias the number of active flows once random sampling has been applied [5] . But by changing slightly the definition of flow counts we can take advantage of the SYN flags used by TCP flows.
Estimating flow arrivals
Flow arrivals are defined only for TCP flows which should start with one SYN packet. A flow is considered to have arrived in a bin if its SYN packet is in that time bin. Flows active during a certain bin, but with their SYN packet before the bin do not count as flow arrivals for that bin (but they count as active flows). If we look a the core flow slicing algorithm we can use the following estimator to compute the number of flow arrivals.
Given that the SYN flag is set in the flow record if it was set in any of the packets counted against the record, it is trivial to prove that a leads to unbiased estimates of the number of flow arrivals if we make an assumption. and E[ M (2) ] > 0, so to make the second estimator unbiased we need another assumption.
Assumption 2 The first packet within the bin for every flow has the SYN flag set.
Flows retaining SYN packets after the random packet sampling stage will retain a single SYN packet, and M estimates the number of flow arrivals based on the number of such flows. We can easily combine it with a to get an estimator for the number of flow arrivals for the combined algorithm using random packet sampling and flow slicing. packet is sampled by flow slicing its record will have c s = 1 and the SYN flag set; if any other flow is sampled by flow slicing and it has c s = 1 at the end of the bin it means that only its last packet was sampled thus it will not have the SYN flag set because that would put it into the category of flows with a single SYN packet surviving the packet sampling. Thus we can combine M (2) with a to obtain another estimator. 
Note that if assumption 1 is violated and we have more than one SYN packet at the beginning of the flow, say due to SYN retransmissions, both estimators will be biased towards over-counting. But if repeated SYNs are a rare enough occurrence, the effect on a final estimate based on many flow records will be small.
Multi-factor smart sampling
To reduce the number of flow records, while maintaining accurate byte counts, smart sampling [8] proposes sampling the flow records with a size dependent probability r = min(1, b/z) where z is a threshold parameter controlling the trade-off between the loss in accuracy and the reduction in the volume of reports. We can adapt smart sampling to flow slices using r = min(1, B/z) and we could still estimate byte, packet and flow arrival counts based on the smart sampled flow records using S = 1/r S, B = 1/r B, and A = 1/r A. But using this formula for r results in a variance for A much larger than that of A because it discriminates against flows with few bytes, and since most flows have few bytes, they will also produce most flow records with the SYN flag set -and these are exactly the records A
(1) and A (2) rely on. We propose a new variant of smart sampling, multifactor smart sampling, which takes into consideration not just byte counts, but also packet counts and SYN flags. By picking a smart sampling probability of r = min(1, s/z s + B/z b + A/z a ) we can balance the requirements of the three estimators. The three individual thresholds control the trade-off between accuracy and reduction in report volume separately for the three estimators of bytes, packets and flow arrivals. Note that multi-factor smart sampling is a generalization of smart sampling: if we set z b = z, z s = ∞, and z a = ∞, it will assign the exact same sampling probabilities to records as smart sampling.
Dynamically adjusting the flow slicing probability
Flow Slices dynamically adjusts the flow slicing probability p to the current traffic. This adjustment can happen in the middle of a time bin. Which one of the many values of p should we use in our estimators? Are the estimators still unbiased? Actually none of the proofs depends on having a single value for p, and they would all work if we replaced it with a separate p i for every packet. All the estimators would need to use the value of the packet slicing probability in effect at the time the sampling of a packet caused the creation of the entry. This doesn't necessarily mean that one needs to extend the flow entry with one more field, because it already holds the timestamp of the first packet and that can be used to determine the flow slicing rate if the router keeps a small log of recent adjustments to it. When the flow record expires and it is reported, the report should include the value of the flow slicing probability p in effect at the time the entry was created. Similarly if the smart sampling thresholds z s , z b , and z a are adjusted dynamically, the report should include their current value so that one can compute r during analysis. If one uses just a few possible values for these parameters (e.g. only powers of two), each of these sampling rates can be encoded in less than one byte, so the reporting overhead they impose is limited (a flow record has 48 bytes).
Bins, timeouts, and flow reconstruction
To simplify our discussion of the estimators we started with some strong assumptions: all records last longer than the bin length, counters count only packets within the bin of interest, and the flow memory is empty at the beginning of the bin. In this section we relax these assumptions and discuss the effects of these relaxations on the estimators.
Continuous operation
The most elementary relaxation of the assumption is to consider continuous operation of the algorithm: records still last longer than the bin length, and we still have separate counters for each bin, but there can be active records at the start of our bin, records created earlier.
The simplest case is that of records spanning the entire bin. The byte and packet counters will reflect the actual traffic, so we use S = 1/qc s and B = 1/qc b . If we do not have a packet sampling stage we can also compute f = 1 if c s > 0 and f = 0 otherwise. A = 0 because the flow started in an earlier bin.
If a flow record expires within the bin we run the analysis on, it can be the only record for the flow, but it is also possible that another record for the same flow would get created after the first record's expiration. For byte and packet counts which are additive we can just add the counters from the first record to the estimates from the second s = s 1 + s 2 and b = b 1 + b 2 . The analysis of unbiasedness carries through because we can consider that the bin is actually two sub-bins, one ending when the first record ends and the other starting at the same time. Since we have unbiased byte and packet estimates for both sub-bins, our estimates for the sum of the bins will still be unbiased.
If c s1 > 0, we know that the flow sent packets during the bin, so we set f to 1, otherwise we use Equation 3 with c s2 since an unbiased estimator for whether the flow was active in the second sub-bin will tell use whether it was active overall. This approach preserves overall unbiasedness, but it makes analysis more complicated because the two flow records representing the flow cannot be processed independently anymore: the contribution of the second record to the flow count of the bin depends on whether there was a first record with the same flow identifier. When the router reports the records, they might not be near each other, so the analysis has to do "flow reconstruction": keep a hash table with flow identifiers and find flow records with the same flow identifier covering parts of the same bin. The consequence of not doing flow reconstruction is running the risk of double counting such flows with more than one record (which might be acceptable in many settings).
By our definition of flow arrivals from Section 4.4, as long as assumption 1 holds, if a flow has a record that starts before the start of the bin, we should use A = 0, irrespective of whether we have a second flow record (possibly with a SYN flag) or not. If we have a second flow record with the SYN flag set we can clearly say that assumption 1 does not hold, but without flow reconstruction we might count it separately against the flow arrival count. In many settings this type of over-counting is not a serious concern. A (2) should not be used because assumption 2 does not hold.
Slices shorter than bins
When the inactivity timeout t inactive is short or when the analysis is over long time bins (say hours), flow slices can be shorter than the bin size. It can happen that we have more than two records for the same flow within the same bin. For byte and packet counts we can just add the individual estimates for the different records and we get an unbiased estimator for the entire bin. For active flows we cannot get an unbiased estimate, not even with flow reconstruction. For flow arrivals, by using A
(1) for the individual records and summing the contributions without any flow reconstruction gives unbiased estimates as long as assumption 1 is not violated. For a record started before the beginning of the bin, even if it has the SYN flag set in violation of assumption 1 we do not count it as flow arrival and thus have A
(1) = 0.
Binning errors
So far we assumed that Flow Slices uses binned measurement. This guarantees that as long as the analysis is on time intervals that are exact multiples of the measurement bins used, it will be easy to determine exactly how many of the packets and the bytes counted by the record were within the bin. But by default Flow Slices doesn't use bins, and for records that span bin boundaries, the user will have to guess how the packets and bytes were actually divided between the bins. We can prove that our reconstruction of how the traffic divides between the bins is unbiased only if we make an assumption about the spacing of the packets.
Assumption 3 For every flow at the input of the flow slicing algorithm, the time between the arrivals of all pairs of its consecutive packets is the same.
We use the following algorithm for distributing the packets of reported by a flow record that spans bins between the bins covered by the record. We consider c s packet arrival events, the first one is the timestamp of the first packet counted by the entry, the last one the timestamp of the last packet counted by the entry and the remaining c s −2 evenly spaced between them. We consider that 1 packet arrived at every packet arrival event, except for the first event which has 1/p packets, and distribute the packets between bins accordingly. This can be shown to be an unbiased way of distributing packets between bins under assumption 3. We recommend distributing the c b bytes of the flow between bins proportionally with the number of packets counted against each bin. Assumption 3 is not enough to prove this distribution of bytes between the bins to be unbiased, we would need an additional assumption about uniformity of packet sizes. For flow arrivals, we do not have a binning problem because we assume that the first packet counted by the flow record is the one with the SYN, so we count the flow arrival against the bin the first packet is in.
We cannot achieve provably unbiased binning for bytes and packets under realistic assumptions about inter packet arrival times and packet size distributions within flows. We turn to measurements instead to see how much the binning error is on typical traffic. We recommend using such experimental results to decide whether increasing the size of the flow record by adding multiple counters to do binned measurement is worth it.
Variances of estimators
The estimators discussed in the previous section were all defined on an individual flow and to compute a measure (say the number of packets) for a larger aggregate, the analyst would sum the values of the estimators for the flow records matching the aggregate. The sampling decisions for different flows are fortunately independent and thus the variance of the estimates for aggregates are the sum of the respective variances for the estimators for individual flows. In this section we focus on studying the variances of the various estimators for individual flows. We also show that the variances of the estimators based on the core flow slicing algorithm are lower than those of estimators based on random sampling used by Adaptive NetFlow to control memory usage. As in Section 4, we start with a simplified setting of a single bin in isolation and then proceed to more realistic settings. The proofs for the variance results from this section can be found in technical report [15] .
Packet count variance
For the core flow slicing algorithm we can compute the variance of the packet count estimator.
Note how this variance is strictly lower than the variance of results based on random packet sampling (1/p − 1)s except for the case of s = 1 when the two variances are equal. The higher s, the larger the difference between the variance of results based on flow slicing when compared with packet sampling. Since using the same sampling probability will give the same memory usage for flow slicing and ordinary sampling, this comparison of variances shows us that flow slicing is a superior solution. The advantage is most apparent when estimating the traffic of aggregates with much traffic coming from large flows.
The same conclusion holds if we compare the combination of packet sampling and flow slicing used by Flow Slices to the pure packet sampling used by Adaptive NetFlow and Sampled NetFlow. Here the fair comparison is with Sampled NetFlow using a packet sampling probability of pq. We can conceptually divide this into a first stage of packet sampling that samples packets with probability q and a second one that samples them with probability p. The first stage has identical statistical properties for the two solutions, thus the difference in the accuracy is given by the second stage, but comparing the second stages reduces to comparing flow slicing and packet sampling using the same probability p.
Byte count variance
We can also compute the variance of the estimates for the number of bytes (we number the packet sizes b i in reverse order with b 1 being the size of the last packet and b s that of the first one).
Note how this variance is strictly lower than the variance of results based on random packet sampling (1/p − 1)
(except for the case of a single packet flow). This shows that for byte counts too, flow slices are a better solution than ordinary sampling.
Flow count variance
We can also compute the variance of the estimates for the number of active flows. We cannot compare against packet sampling because there are no unbiased estimates for the number of active flows based on packet sampled data. 
Continuous operation
If we consider continuous operation for the algorithm, we can have at the beginning of the bin a record for our flow. If the slice spans the entire bin, it counts everything exactly and thus the variance of all estimator is 0. If the slice ends in the current bin, we can divide the flow into two parts: one covered by this older record and the rest. For the first part we have 0 variance for the byte and packet counts and for the second part we can apply formulas 7 and 8, but instead of s being the number of packets of the flow in the bin, it should be only the number of packets in this second part and the b i be the sizes of those packets. For the flow count estimate, if the number of packets in the first record is 0, the variance of the estimate is 0, otherwise formula 9 applies. Thus having flow records active at the beginning of the bin does not increase the variance of the packet, byte and flow count estimates, on the contrary, it can reduce them significantly.
Experimental evaluation
We divide the experimental evaluation into two parts. The first group of experiments evaluates the efficacy of the core flow slicing algorithm and the multi-factor smart sampling algorithm. The second group compares the Flow Slices solution with Adaptive NetFlow (ANF) to show the efficacy of Flow Slices both in terms of memory usage and accuracy of estimates. For our evaluations, we obtained traces on an OC-48 link from CAIDA [4] .
Accuracy of core flow slicing algorithm
In this section, we evaluate the core flow slicing algorithm against the "full-state" approach. These experiments provide more insight into the efficacy of the flow slicing algorithm and the effect of changing various variables such as flow slicing probability and slice length on the memory usage and the mean relative error of results. Are estimates unbiased? For this experiment, we fix the flow slicing probability p to 0.8% (1 in 125) and the slice duration to 60 seconds. Figure 2 shows the scatter plot of ratio of the estimated and true flow sizes (in number of packets) on the y-axis with increasing true flow size on the x-axis. Note that the plot only shows flows that have more than 5,000 packets throughout the duration of the trace (1 hour). From this scatter plot, we can see that most of the flows have been accurately estimated (within 10%). The estimates converge to the true values as the flow size increases. The presence of two-sided errors empirically confirms the unbiasedness of estimates based on flow slicing.
What is the effect of flow slicing probability on the accuracy of these estimates ? According to Equation 7 , increasing flow slicing probability increases the accuracy of estimated flow sizes. Besides, the memory usage should increase as the slicing probability increases. In Figure 3 , the mean relative error for flows larger than 5,000 and the corresponding memory usage have been plotted with varying slicing probability on the x-axis. Apart from the empirical value of the mean relative error, we also plot the theoretical value based on Equation 7 . Figure 3 confirms that increasing slicing probability decreases the mean relative error while increasing the memory usage. It can also be observed from the figure that the theoretical and empirical values of mean relative errors are in close agreement thus validating the analysis in Section 5.1.
What kinds of errors do we introduce by interpolating the number of packets in time bins?
The goal of this experiment is to study the errors introduced when interpolating the number of packets in various time bins from flow slices that do not use bins (they only store the timestamps of the first and last packet). In Figure 4 , the y-axis has the ratio of estimated to actual size of the flow in a given bin and the x-axis has the actual flow size (in packets). For this experiment, we used a slice length of 90 seconds and divided it up equally into 10 bins of size 9 seconds each. Two conclu- sions can be drawn from the results in Figure 4 . First, for large flows, the error in the estimates obtained by interpolating bins from slices is insignificant. On the other hand, for relatively small flows, interpolating from flow slices results in much higher error. This is because we divide the entire volume of traffic for a particular flow among the bins it covers (see Section 4.7.3 for more details); the error depends on the timing of bursts of traffic. Of course, to capture the fine grained traffic information, the extension proposed in Section 3.4 could be used, but it would result in higher memory requirements. Second, we can observe the presence two-sided errors indicates lack of bias.
What is the effect of multi-factor smart sampling on the accuracy of estimates? In Section 4.5, we proposed a modification to smart sampling to improve the accuracy of the estimates for the number of flow arrivals. Table 4 summarizes the results of our experiment comparing multi-factor smart sampling with smart sampling. Before we discuss the details of this experiment, we want to note that we found that Assumption 1, that only the first packet of a flow can have the SYN flag set, is often violated in our trace. For some applications, the average number of packets with the SYN flag set per flow is almost 2 (due to SYN retransmissions). This affects all estimators of flow arrivals based on SYN counts. In this experiment, we do not aim to evaluate the accuracy of estimators based on SYN counts, but the effect of smart sampling on their estimates. Therefore, we do not measure the error relative to the actual number of flow arrivals, but to the estimate of flow arrivals based on the input to the two smart sampling algorithms. The input we used is the result of Flow Slices with a packet sampling probability of q = 1/4 and flow slicing probability of p = 1/4, using a slice length of 60 seconds and an inactivity timeout of 15 seconds. The threshold used for smart sampling is z = 50, 000 bytes. The thresholds used for multi-factor smart sampling, z s = 1, 000 packets, z b = 500, 000 bytes and z a = 50 flows, have been selected so that it produces approximately same number of records as smart sampling (from 1,700,000 down to roughly 190,000). Table 4 shows the error introduced by the two variants of smart sampling into estimates of the traffic of various applications identified by destination port numbers. While smart sampling introduces very large errors in the flow arrival estimates, multi-factor smart sampling ensures that the errors are comparable to packet and byte count estimates. For example, smart sampling incurs an error of 39.2% for telnet because it's small flows (approximately 6,600 bytes per flow on average compared to 34,000 for Kazaa) are discriminated against by smart sampling. Multi-factor smart sampling, on the other hand, achieves more accurate flow arrival counts by biasing its sampling towards records with non-zero flow arrivals. This typically results in only a slight reduction in the accuracy of packet and byte count estimates.
Comparison with Adaptive NetFlow
In this section, we compare Flow Slices with Adaptive NetFlow [10] , a previously proposed solution based on packet sampling. For the purposes of evaluation, we fix the packet sampling probability to 1 in 1024 for ANF. To be fair in our comparisons with Flow Slices, we split the 1/1024 probability into two parts consisting of packet sampling (1/16 for our OC-48 trace) and flow slicing probability (1/64). We compare average error in the estimates for both individual flows (categorized by ranges) as well as aggregates based on destination port number. typically, are Table 5 shows that ANF and Flow Slices have similar errors when estimating the traffic of various applications (aggregated by port). However, Flow Slices performs better than ANF (by about 10%) in the average error for individual flows. Varying the slice length from 60 to 300 seconds for Flow Slices did not affect the accuracy of the results significantly, although bigger slice lengths seem to perform a little better than with smaller slice lengths. Table 6 summarizes the memory usage at the router and the volume of traffic reports for Flow Slices and ANF . Without an inactivity timeout, the resource requirements of the two solutions are similar. As we move to longer bins/slices there is a slight decrease in report volumes and a significant increase in memory requirements. Adding an inactivity timeout of 15 seconds to Flow Slices has a dramatic effect. The memory requirements are reduced significantly (about 80%) at the cost of only a slight increase in the volume of the reports (about 5%). With the inactivity timeout, the memory usage of Flow Slices is less sensitive to the slice length. The lower memory usage of Flow Slices compared to ANF has important consequences when the sampling rates are adapted dynamically. Given the same memory constraints, the sampling rate adaptation algorithm can converge to more aggressive sampling rates for Flow Slices which results in more accurate estimates.
How does Flow Slices compare with ANF in resource consumption ?

What is the effect of Denial-of-Service attacks? Figure 5 compares the estimates obtained by ANF and Flow
Slices in the presence of a DoS attack. We varied the attack rate from 1000 packets-per-second (pps) to 1.6 million pps; each attack packet represents a different flow as source addresses are spoofed at random. We configured ANF and Flow Slices to operate within a memory budget of 8,000 flow records (not including the buffering needed by ANF to transmit the records at the end of the measurement bin). ANF converged to smaller sampling probabilities as attack traffic gained intensity; the sampling probability varied from 0.155% at 1,000 pps to 0.0026% at 1.6 million pps. Similarly, for Flow Slices, while the random packet sampling probability remained constant at q = 1/16 (to simulate real hardware constraints), the combined sampling probability p·q varied from 0.781% to 0.0156%. Flow Slices could afford more aggressive sampling mainly due to the use of an inactivity timeout of 15 seconds (the slice length for Flow Slices and bin size for ANF were 60 seconds). On the left, we plot the attack rate on the x-axis and the mean relative error (both for packet and byte counts) of flows with more than 5,000 packets on the y-axis, both in log-scale. For comparable memory usage, in the presence of DoS attacks, Flow Slices produces traffic estimates an order of magnitude better than those of ANF. On the right, we plot the average relative error in estimating traffic that belongs to two different applications -telnet and Kazaa, using the two flow measurement solutions. While the accuracy of both the estimates reduces as the attack rate increases, Flow Slices provides better accuracy than ANF.
While these results do not prove that for all traffic mixes, Flow Slices perform better than other solutions, these results do show the efficacy of the Flow Slices on realistic traffic mixes. When we apply inactivity timeouts to the Flow Slices, it results in much better re-use of memory at the cost of a small loss in accuracy and a little increase in the total volume of flow records reported.
Conclusions and future work
Processing, memory, and bandwidth constraints make it impossible for high speed routers to provide full flow measurements, thus forcing us to consider some type of data reduction. Different flow measurement solutions perform this data reduction differently, and one can compare them by comparing their resource consumption and the amount of error the data reduction causes in various analyses one wants to perform on the flow data. Flow Slices offers a unique mix of qualities among flow measurement solutions: dynamic adaptation of sampling parameters to keep resource usage within limits, separate parameters for controlling the three potential resource bottlenecks, efficient use of available resources, and algorithmic solutions for minimizing the errors introduced by the data reduction. These qualities are possible due to novel algorithms such as the core flow slicing algorithm and multi-factor smart sampling and various new estimators. Our experiments also confirm that compared to the currently used Sampled NetFlow and Adaptive NetFlow, Flow Slices constitutes a better flow measurement solution.
But the fact that Flow Slices supports well the traffic analyses discussed in this paper, does not mean there is no room for improvement. There are many useful analyses of unsampled flow data that we haven't considered. For instance, correlation across flows has been used in [19, 13] to classify different flows (such as control and data connections for the same FTP session) into one application. Additional metrics such as flow duration and the variability of packet inter-arrival times have been used to divide flows into different application categories [21] . Such analyses require additional information to be preserved by sampling techniques in order for them to be effective. It is an important challenge to adapt data reduction techniques such as sampling to enable such sophisticated traffic analyses.
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